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Produced by: Benjamin Roth (Aroni)
14285-D Nesting Way, Delray Beach, FL 33484
Email: aroni-music@rovin.net
Dear Listener,

Due to the fact that this tape was made unprofessionally in the home back in 1951, two songs were damaged due to crumbling tape. They are “Rozhinkes Mit Mandlin” and “Montag Bulbus”. Everything else survived.

Baruch Hashem!

I hope you’ll enjoy the lecture.

Sincerely,
Benjamin Roth (Aroni)
Cut 1
Synagogue Nusach (melodic themes) and songs.
1. Friday night theme for Borchu and Umaveer Yom.
2. Lithuanian Jews’ nusach for Umaveer Yom.
5. Kaddish at Neila Service (Yom Kippur).
6. Themes for Dew and Rain.
7. Friday Night theme (goost) for Adoshem Moloch.
8. Theme for morning Ahava Rabba and Tikanta Shabbos.

Jewish folk songs derived from synagogue themes.
8. The goost Adoshem Moloch theme adapted to 
   A Chazandl Davinen on Shabbos.
9. The “Goost” from Tikanta Shabbos adapted to 
   Sheyabanu Beis Hamikdash and Eli Eli.

Cut 2
10. Tikanta Shabbos theme adapted to Likuid Shabbos Bim 
    and Yismicho B’malchuscho and V’taher Libeynu.
11. Tal and Geshem (Dew and Rain) theme adapted to Af B’ree auf 
    morgen, noch yontif in der free.
Sometimes the melodies from folk songs were adapted 
    to synagogue themes.
12. Lullaby: Schluf Mein Tyere Kind
13. Rozhenkis mid Mandlin [unfortunately some tape was missing]
Cut 3
14. About the lullaby “Oifn Pripichuk” - Oifn Pripichuk
15. Mai Ko Mashma Lon (1st verse)
16. Tanchum (Why are you so deep in your thoughts?)
17. Wedding Song Lomir Alle neynem e neynem
18. Oy Chasin Calle Mazel Tov
19. A song for Parnussa -
20. Oy Zonich Verin a Ro
21 Vus vet zein az Moshiach vet kimmen?
     (What will we do when Moshiach comes?)

Cut 4
22. Vus vet zein az Moshiach vet kimmen? (sung)
23. Apologetic song to the wife. Lomir zach iberbeten.
     Sung a la Rosenblatt
24. POTATOES. Bulbus.
Sorry, but the part of the tape that had most of this song was
     unusable.
This song is missing everything except for Shabbos and Zuntig.
25. O Bruder zog, vi haise der tog, wen mir alle zeinen frailach
26. Hamavdil ben kodesh l’chol... A gitte voch / Eliyahu Hanavi

The tape ends here and so does the CD. We hope you enjoyed the lecture.